Reversible effects of moderately elevated temperature on the distribution of excitation energy between the two photosystems of photosynthesis in intact avocado leaves.
Initial (Fo), maximum (Fm) and steady-state (Fs) levels of modulated chlorophyll fluorescence were measured in intact avocado leaves (Persea americana Mill.) during state 1-state 2 transitions using a combination of modulated and non-modulated lights with synchronized detection. Under normal temperature conditions (20°C), transition from state 2 to state 1 was associated with a substantial increase (about 20%) in Fm and Fo whereas the Fm/Fo ratio remained constant, reflecting increased absorption cross-section of PS II. On the contrary, at moderately elevated temperature (35°C), these fluorescence changes were very limited, indicating marked inhibition of the state regulation. The fraction of light distributed to PS II (β) was calculated from the Fo, Fm and Fs levels for both types of leaves. In control leaves, β varied from 48% (in state 2) to values as high as 58% (in state 1). In contrast, mild heat treatment resulted in β values close to 50% in both states, indicating the inability of heated leaves to reach extreme state 1. The results suggested that avocado leaves under moderately elevated temperature conditions are blocked in a state close to state 2. This effect was shown to occur in a non-injurious temperature range (as shown by the preservation of the (photoacoustically monitored) oxygen evolution activity) and to be rapidly reversed upon lowering of the temperature. Thermally induced development of state 2 (independent on the light spectral quality) could possibly be a protective mechanism to avoid photodamage of the heat-labile PS II by high light intensities which usually accompany heat stress in the field.